European Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation

"EUROCONTROL"

- Directives of the Permanent Commission -

DIRECTIVE No. 15

with regard to the conclusion of a contract between the Agency and Belgium concerning amendments to the Bilateral Agreement of 22nd June 1967.

THE PERMANENT COMMISSION FOR THE SAFETY OF AIR NAVIGATION

Having regard to the International Convention relating to cooperation for the safety of air navigation, and in particular Article 31 thereof;

Having regard to the Ruling issued by the Director General of the Agency in pursuance of Article 94 of the General Conditions of Service for the Technical Staff of the Eurocontrol Maastricht Centre (title amended to read "General Conditions of Service for the Staff of the Eurocontrol Maastricht Centre" by the Permanent Commission at its XXIVth Session on 3rd July 1969), which Ruling was approved by the Committee of Management at its XLth Session, and made effective as from 1st July 1969;

Considering that under the terms of this Ruling the control personnel made available to the Agency under the contract concluded between the Régie des Voies Aériennes, the Belgian State (National Defence Ministry), and Eurocontrol on 23rd June 1967, the validity of which was extended on 24th December 1968, are subject to the aforementioned General Conditions of Service;
ISSUES THE FOLLOWING DIRECTIVE TO THE AGENCY:

**Solo article**

The Agency is instructed to conclude a contract with Belgium relating to the amendment of Article 3 of the Bilateral Agreement of 22nd June 1967 and the second paragraph of Section 1.1.1. of Annex I thereto, with retroactive effect from 1st July 1969.

Done at Brussels, this eighteenth day of November, 1969

The President of the Permanent Commission

[Signature]

Brian LENIHAN